
Inside Connect Cable Now offering up to 200mpbs Broadband Access In Rural Kentucky Counties. 

Brooks, Ky -- Inside Connect Cable is pleased to announce that upgrades have been completed, and 

speeds up to 200mbps are now available in the rural counties they serve.  Prior to Inside Connect 

building service areas in Bullitt, Owen, Muhlenberg and McLean counties, residents had very little or no 

choices when it came to high speed internet.  These new services Inside Connect now provides allow the 

communities they serve to have the same access to broadband speeds that communities served by 

larger providers enjoy.  In addition to traditional cable modem services, Inside Connect offers Business 

class fiber optic service up to 1gbps in all of their markets.  These services and new modem speeds allow 

these communities to compete for industries that previously would have overlooked them due to the 

lack of higher-tiered services.   

Inside Connect rebuilt rural Bullitt County in 2004, Muhlenberg and McLean Counties in 2012, and finally 

Owen County, completed in 2016 in an effort to bring the broadband connectivity to rural communities 

that support todays high-consumption services.  Also in 2016, DOCSIS 3 upgrades began, as did a 

program to monitor congestion on the networks closely, to keep the customer experience consistent.  

“Gone are the days of customers speeds slowing to a crawl because of over-subscription,” said TJ Scott, 

VP of Operations, “we now go to action to upgrade our channels and bandwidth long before that 

becomes a threat.” 

Inside Connect Cable is very pleased with customer reaction so far.  “Our customers are happy about 

being upgraded to new speeds with no extra cost to them,” said Tony Manley, president and CEO, “This 

affirms our promise of providing the best customer service when they see faster speeds with no strings 

attached.  We want there to be no question in our communities that they will get the best service, and 

attention by choosing their locally owned, managed and staffed cable provider, Inside Connect!” 

About Inside Connect Cable: Based in Brooks, Ky, Inside Connect Cable was started in 2004.  For more 

information about Inside Connect Cable, visit www.iccable.com or call 855-552-2253. 

http://www.iccable.com/

